
Do Di erent Types of 
Sunscreen Matter? 



Introductions/Research
Much information can be found on the topic of what kinds of sunscreen are better or worse for 

human skin.

Science Buddies conducted an experiment about testing different sunscreens. The goal of their 
project is to measure the effectiveness of different sunscreen products for blocking ultraviolet-A (UVB) 
and ultraviolet-B (UVB) rays from sunlight. During the experiment they use construction paper and UV 
detectors. They put the construction paper on the monitor during a sunny day and let the sun do its job. 
The SPF 30 and 50 sunscreen provided the best protection with minimal difference between the two. 
(Please see reference slide)

The Children’s Museum of Sonoma City has done an experiment about sunscreen. They are 
wondering if the sunscreen still keeps UV rays from damaging their skin. In their experiment they used 
construction paper and many types of sunscreen; they make a design or fingerprints on the construction 
paper with sunscreen. The paper will be left out for a certain period of time and then results will be taken. 
When they finished the experiment the results showed that the side with no sunscreen was very 
bleached and the side with sunscreen was still vibrant. (Please see reference slide)



Research Continued
What does SPF mean when using sunscreen? Well, Britannica.com answers that question. 

They explained, “The SPF on sunscreen stands for sun protection factor, a relative measurement 
for the amount of time the sunscreen will protect you from ultraviolet (UV) rays.” (Please see 
reference slide)

There are many differences between sunscreen lotion and spray, but there are also some 
good things that each one has to offer. Children’s Community Pediatrics give us their research, 
“While spray takes less time to apply and is easier to use on your children, convenience doesn’t 
always mean better. In fact, dermatologists, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and 
Consumer Reports all have serious concerns about using spray, especially on children.” They also 
go into detail about how lotion could or is better, “In addition, lotions offer more protection because 
you can tell how much you are putting on your child’s skin. On average, people tend to get less 
sunscreen out of a spray because they only spray for a couple of seconds.” This gives information 
about how one sunscreen might have their conveniences and inconveniences. (Please see 
reference slide)

https://www.britannica.com/science/ultraviolet-radiation


Statement of Problem
What is the problem of this experiment? Does the type of sunscreen you use really 
matter? I am trying to find the answer to this question because everyday people suffer 
from skin diseases and skin cancer especially. My family has a history of skin cancer 
like my dad who is trying to get rid of skin cancer on the side of his face. I think that the 
results of this experiment can show what the best option to protect your skin is.

Question/Problem

What are the efficacy rates of sunscreen spray and lotion ranging from 
SPF 15 to SPF 100?



Hypothesis

Variables

I hypothesize that the results of this experiment will show that the lotion sunscreen with any 
SPF lower than 50 will be the best. I hypothesize this because research states, “products with 
very high SPFs often create a false sense of security. People who use them tend to stay out in 
the sun much longer. . . They end up getting a lot more UV damage, which, of course, defeats 
the purpose.” The information that the Skin Cancer Foundation showed me is that any 
sunscreens with an SPF ranging from 15-50 will give the best protection because it is almost 
the same as SPF 100. The false hope that is given when you use a sunscreen with SPF 100 
can be a big problem with reapplying the product.

Independent- Sunscreens with different SPF and 
application

Dependent- The UV protection of sunscreen

Control- A piece of SunPrint Paper with nothing on it



Materials

● The Sun
● SunKnown UV Detector
● 70+ small rocks (If needed)
● IPhone 8+ (Stopwatch)
● A bucket 1-5 gal.
● Black Sharpie
● Westcott scissors 
● Cosco Foldable White Table (2)
● Sunprint Kit (2)
● Ziploc bags (63)
● Banana Boat sunscreen spray SPF 15, 30, 50, 100
● Banana Boat sunscreen lotion SPF 15, 30, 50, 100



Procedures
1. Order SunPrint Kit (2), Ziploc bags (63), SunKnown UV Detector, Banana Boat sunscreen spray 

SPF 15, 30, 50, 100, Banana Boat sunscreen lotion SPF 15, 30, 50, 100, scissors, pencil, sharpie, 
blue painter tape, and a bucket. Order from Amazon, or preferred site. 

2. Complete experiment in sunny weather, from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., to achieve the best data. 
3. Do not open the sun sensitive paper until you are ready to use it.
4. Now begin the setup.
5. Retrieve or fill a tub of water, no matter what size as long as the SunPrint Paper fits in the tub.
6. You will need 7 pieces of SunPrint Paper for each different type of sunscreen, control, and 1 piece of 

paper for the scale.
7. Start the experiment inside. One-by-one take out the sun sensitive paper, cut each one into 1/4 and 

label the papers with the different types of sunscreen. Make sure to note if it is spray, lotion, control, 
or scale

8. You will now have a total of 64 pieces of SunPrint Paper.
9. Then take each paper and put each one in a Ziploc bag, make sure it’s sealed tight. 

10. Make sure the papers are in a dark place where no UV rays can get through.



Procedures Continued
11. Spray or smear the sunscreen on the outside of the Ziploc bags. Make sure when smearing the 

lotion that it is smeared out evenly and not in one big clump.
12. Put no sunscreen on the control and scale
13. If needed, place rocks on the Ziploc bags to keep the wind from blowing it away.
14. Now, leave those bags inside and begin the setup outside.
15. Put the tables(2-3) out and divide them into nine areas using the Blue Painters Tape.
16. Then measure the UV index of the sun by using the SunKnown UV detector.
17. Now start the experiment.
18. Bring the bags outside where the sun is visible
19. Leave in the sun for 3 minutes. 
20. Take pictures every thirty seconds for the scale.
21. Take the papers out of the Ziploc bags and dunk the papers into the tub of water to stop the process 

and fix the images on the paper then bring them inside. 
22. Then rank the paper from darkest to lightest, darkest being the best, and lightest showing that more 

UV rays came through. The scale being from 0 - 6, and the lower the number the better.
23. Log all data in logbook.



Results and Data
The experiment  produced results. They are as follows. The UV Detector indicated that the UV index 

of that time was 5.5. The results displayed that the SPF 100 lotion was the best and the SPF 15 spray 
was the worst. The lotion 100 was first, lotion 50 was second, lotion 30 was third, the spray 100, spray 50, 
and lotion 15 tied for 4th, the spray 30 was fifth, and the spray 15 was sixth and the worst.
Outcome 1

The lotion 100 was the best and spray 15 was the worst. The lotion 100 was first, lotion 50 and 30 
tied for second, spray 100, spray 50, lotion 15 tied for third, spray 30 was fourth, and spray 15 was fifth.
Outcome 2

The Lotion 100 was the best and spray 15 was the worst. The lotion 100 was first, lotion 50, lotion 
30 tied for second, spray 100, spray 50, spray 30, and lotion 15 tied for third, and spray 15 was fourth.
Outcome 3 

The Lotion 100 was the best and spray 15 was the worst. The lotion 100 was first, the lotion 50 was 
second, the spray 100, spray 50, lotion 30, and lotion 15 tied for third, and spray 30 and spray 15 tied for 
fourth.
 



Results and Data Continued
Outcome 4

The lotion 100, lotion 50, and lotion 30 tied for being the best and spray 100, spray 30, lotion 15, 
and spray 15 tied for being the worst. The lotion 100, lotion 50, and lotion 30 tied for first, spray 50 was 
third, and spray 100, spray 30, lotion 15, and spray 15 tied for fourth.
Outcome 5

The lotion 100 was the best and spray 15 and spray 30 tied for being the worst. The lotion 100 was 
first, lotion 50 was second, spray 100, spray 50, lotion 30, and lotion 15 tied for second, and spray 30 and 
spray 15 tied for third.
Outcome 6

The lotion 100 was the best and spray 15 was the worst. The lotion 100 was first, lotion 50 was 
second, spray 100, lotion 50, lotion 30, and lotion 15 tied for third, spray 50 and spray 30 tied for fourth, 
and spray 15 was fifth.
Outcome 7 

The lotion 100 was the best and spray 30 and spray 15 were the worst. The lotion 100 was first, 
spray 100, lotion 50, spray 50, lotion 30, and lotion 15 tied for second, and spray 30 and spray 15 tied for 
third.
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Results: Data Table

Sunscreen T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Average

Ctrl 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

S - 15 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4.9

L - 15 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3.3

S - 30 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4.4

L - 30 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2.7

S - 50 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3.3

L - 50 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 2.4

S - 100 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3.3

L - 100 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1.3



Results: Data Graph



Conclusion
The results of this experiment showed that my hypothesis was contradicted. The experiment was a 
tedious but simple project to deal with. The experiment had to be done between the times ten a.m. and 
two p.m. The experiment began inside then was taken outside which took about four hours in total. There 
was wind which made keeping the plastic bags still quite difficult. The process was not really a long one 
but the steps taken were as careful as they could be. 

Implications and Ideas for Future Research…
If I had the chance to redo or continue this experiment I would involve more trials to be able to get a 
bigger variety of results. I would also try to add more types of sunscreen to be able to get more 
accurate and definite results on what sunscreen is more efficient. I would also do the experiment on 
different types of weather such as cloudy and possibly rainy weather. This would allow me to see how 
effective sunscreen is and how much UV rays get through the clouds. Another test I could implement 
would be to do it in the night, so if you do late night running, canoeing or anything else you could use 
the appropriate amount of sunscreen.
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